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A fishing village dating back to the 15th century, this unique town-hotel 
was the exclusive retreat of choice for numerous celebrity guests in the 
three decades preceding the turn of the century. Now, following a lavish 

restoration, the doors of Sveti Stefan have opened once again. Surrounded by 
olive, cedar and pine forests, the resort complex comprises 50 authentic rooms, 

romantic cottages and eight stunning suites in Villa Milocer. Not content with 
being the most photographed location in Montenegro, Sveti Stefan was listed 

amongst the ’50 places of a lifetime’ by the National Geographic Traveler 
magazine.
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Day 1

o Afternoon – Arrival

After a short transfer from Tivat Airport, a walking tour of the old town of Budva concludes with a glass of sparkling 
wine at the Citadela Fortress. Chartered boats take guests to the secluded beach at the Aman Resort Sveti Stefan.

A welcome dinner on the island will crown the day.
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Day 2

o Morning 

Starting with a visit to a spectacular orthodox monastery on the way to Boka Bay, guests continue to discover the 
UNESCO-protected old town of Kotor. Roam through the narrow streets and sample the best of Kotor’s local 
delicacies and enjoy a specially-commissioned concert by the orthodox religious choir.

o Afternoon – Regatta & Kotor Quest

After lunch a fleet of catamarans is waiting to help guests to discover this stunning fjord from the sea. Our Boka
Bay regatta is a perfect opportunity for teambuilding.

This breathtaking bay is naturally divided into four bays and lined with small towns strung like pearls along the 
Adriatic coastline. A cocktail reception and awards ceremony awaits your guests after they disembark to a 
spectacular terraced restaurant at the luxury marina located in Tivat’s Porto Montenegro.

o Evening - Old Fisherman’s Village

A gala dinner on the private terrace of the Villa Milocer is the perfect chance to unwind and take in the surrounds 
for one last time. The evening ends with an A cappella band singing some traditional coastal songs.
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Day 3

o Breakfast at leisure and airport departure
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Thank

you!

Žrtava fašizma 13, Pf 59

Budva 85310, Montenegro 

Ovationdmc.com/country/montenegro
Phone: +382.0.33.403.861

Fax: +382.33.454.191


